
Anthropomorphic Aliens

Do aliens need to be human-like to deliver messages about the human condition?



Diverse messages.

- All films in the “Aliens” category had a different message.



Diverse messages.

- Peace and love, sex/gender, environmentalism, religion, 

communication, companionship, revenge, childhood fears, etc.



Despite the diversity of the messages...



Every film used an anthropomorphic alien to 
help convey that message.

(For real.)



Star Crossed (Peace and Love):



Fun to Cook “World’s Best Food” (Sex/gender):



Bartaliticus (Environmentalism):



Visitors (Religion):



Space Jaunt (Communication):



Over Under (Companionship):



Driftwood (Revenge):



Alien Stalker (Childhood Fears):



Hmmm...



So...

Can messages about love, sex/gender, environmentalism, 

companionship, religion, childhood fears, etc -- all deeply human 

experiences and concerns -- only exist in the realm of alien science 

fiction if the aliens look vaguely human?



Um, no?

I mean, why should they?



Most of these were very good films.

Despite their low budgets, they accomplished a great deal with the 

resources they had.



But come on.

The universe is bigger than we will ever comprehend.



When we discover aliens, they won’t look like 
us.



But they might be just as intelligent.

(Or way, way more…)



And we may be forced to tackle many of the 
same issues discussed in these films.



Nothing in the universe is preventing an alien 
that looks like this from provoking a 
substantive, thoughtful discussion about sex 
and gender:





Or one that looks like this from helping us, as a 
society, grapple with the horrors of 
environmental destruction:





A humanoid alien, while perhaps relatable on 
the surface, does not have to be inherently 
better at reflecting the human condition.



Operating in the larger context of a story or 
film, any type of alien can deliver or invoke any 
kind of message.



Messaging is wholly independent of the 
messenger.

A good message is good, no matter who -- or what -- delivers it.



There is SO MUCH potential for alien weirdness 
out there.



While outer space is vast, it is still limited. 
Creative space, however, is infinite.



Films referenced + screen captured:

Star Crossed: https://2020.brooklynscififilmfest.com/videos/star-crossed
Fun to Cook “World’s Best Food”: https://2020.brooklynscififilmfest.com/videos/fun-to-cook-world-s-best-food
Bartaliticus: https://2020.brooklynscififilmfest.com/videos/bartaliticus
Visitors: https://2020.brooklynscififilmfest.com/videos/visitors
Space Jaunt: https://2020.brooklynscififilmfest.com/videos/space-jaunt
Over Under: https://2020.brooklynscififilmfest.com/videos/over-under
Driftwood: https://2020.brooklynscififilmfest.com/videos/driftwood
Alien Stalker: https://2020.brooklynscififilmfest.com/videos/alien-stalker
The Blob: https://imdb.com/title/tt0094761/
Arrival: https://imdb.com/title/tt2543164/
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